
R-value and Heat Loss



What is the R-value?
• R-value is an assessment of resistance to heat flow through a 

wall; ie. it is a measure of the wall or material’s ability to RESIST 
heat movement

• speaks about insulation merit of the wall/material
• The higher the r-value, the better the material
• expressed as m2 * oC/W
• heat flow is driven by temperature difference from the interior to 

the exterior (higher the difference, more tendency for heat to 
move)

• also a function of the area (m2) of the building envelope - more 
envelope, more area for heat to escape through

• opaque building elements are usually expressed in terms of their 
R-value



What is the U-value?

• U-value is the rate of heat flow through a wall - conductance
• it is a measure of the wall or material’s ability to PROMOTE heat 

flow.
• The lower the U-value, the better the material
• expressed as W/ m2 * oC
• heat flow is driven by temperature difference from the interior to 

the exterior (higher the difference, more tendency for heat to 
move)

• also a function of the area (m2) of the building envelope - more 
envelope, more area for heat to escape through

• glazing materials usually speak in terms of U-values



Insulation materials need 
to be tightly packed in the 
wall to prevent airflow 
within the cavity. This 
kind of convection/air 
movement can decrease 
the insulation merit of the 
wall, in spite of the actual 
r-value that might 
“appear” to be accurate.



This image shows the 
temperature profile of a 
wall. The amount of 
insulating capability of 
each material will affect 
the temperature. Highly 
insulative materials 
make the greatest 
contribution to the 
resistance to heat flow.





The R-value for a wall is the sum of all of the R-values for all of the individual 
components PLUS values for inside/outside air films and air spaces.



This diagram shows the calculation of the temperature profile across the assembly. Changes are calculated as a 
proportion of the overall temperature difference from interior to exterior.

So what you need to calculate here is the amount 
of temperature drop across the envelope that 
each material is responsible for!



Wall design and 
mandatory R-values for 
assemblies are 
determined based on the 
severity of local climates, 
expressed in degree-
days. The more severe 
the climate, the more 
insulating value required 
by the code.









The psychrometric chart can be used to determine the dewpoint as a function of the indoor 
dry bulb temperature and the relative humidity of the space.

The point on the outer curve 
is 100% RH – meaning 
liquid water state – or the 
DEW POINT



https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/efficiency/housing/new-
homes/energy-starr-new-homes-standard/tables-calculating-
effective-thermal-resistance-opaque-assemblies/14176#a5

Q. Where do we find the RSI values for our wall sections??

A. Scroll down to 
5.2 Thermal Resistance of Continuous Materials

The NRCan table is your first priority for accurate 
information. If you cannot find the material there, please 
use the following charts. If there is a disagreement 
between the following charts and the NRCan site, use 
the NRCan values.
R to RSI Converter:
https://isolofoam.com/en/r-rsi-converter/

https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/efficiency/housing/new-homes/energy-starr-new-homes-standard/tables-calculating-effective-thermal-resistance-opaque-assemblies/14176#a5
https://isolofoam.com/en/r-rsi-converter/


Multiply the 
thickness listed by 
the thickness of 
your element



The interior and exterior 
air film (based on the 
texture of the surface, 
combined with speed of 
air flow over) contribute to 
the overall R-value of the 
wall. For a piece of single 
glazing, the contribution is 
very high!

When selecting values for 
air spaces, be careful to 
note the direction of heat 
flow, up or across the 
envelope.
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